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Our Mission

Providing solutions that protect your products in the most sustainable way. 

Protecting your Production.

Our Vision

The trusted packaging partner for growing and thriving UK Manufacturing 

and Distribution companies who demand sustainability, peace of mind, fast 

response, fast delivery, and onsite support.

Our Story 
 
In 1976, our founder set up his family firm providing bespoke framing services to retailers, 

photographers, interior designers and fine art publishers. In 1996, Maxpack, with the vision 

of providing service and reliability of supply, was born out of that original family business. 

Today we continue to evolve our services and drive innovation that supports our mission. 

With over 25 years of experience and gaining feedback from many customers we have 

been able to align ourselves with the needs of manufacturing and distribution to drive cost 

savings, increase packer productivity, reduce need for storage space, achieve ambitious 

sustainability and carbon reduction targets, minimise wastage, eliminate stock outs and 

systemise packing processes.
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Contact Us

01743 242 900

sales@maxpack.co.uk

Address

Holsworth Park,

Oxon Business Park,

Shrewsbury,

SY3 5HJ
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Sustainability 
 
Elevate sustainability with our 

comprehensive solutions.

Innovation Centre

Visit our innovations centre in Shrewsbury where we can take your 

products and develop new more sustainable packaging solutions. We also 

have available for you to test, all our new containment products including, 

PC Nets, Pallet Lids and PaperStrap.

Carbon Footprint Friendly Range

We have developed and continue to develop products that set new 

standards for sustainability. 

For example; hand applied carton sealing tape EcoTEK has a small 25mm 

core enabling over 2.27x more tape in a carton and 56% less cardboard waste. 

Hand applied stretch wrap WrapAir, uses high performance film grades 

allowing 89% more film in a carton and 45% less plastic to wrap a pallet.

Machine applied pallet stretch wrapping film Nano Stretch, used in the 

right pallet wrapping machine will enable 47% plastic reduction with more 

than double the quantity of pallets wrapped using 1 pallet of Nano Stretch 

over conventional films.

Ocean Range

We provide a full range of products produced using a minimum of 30% 

recycled content. The range includes polythene bags, polythene covers, 

packaging tapes, stretch wrap, polypropylene and polyester strapping, 

protective films, void fill films, foams, edge protectors, bubble wrap. 

Reusable Range

We have worked with leading brands to develop ways to move products 

safely between factories or within factories eliminating the need for single 

use plastics. These innovations centre around pallet containment. Our 

solutions will secure your pallets during transit e�iciently and e�ectively 

whilst also reducing the reliance on single use plastic packaging. We 

provide a consultation service for clients looking to make process changes 

that embrace new ways of working.
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Paper Solutions

We are leading the way in providing paper based bundling and strapping 

solutions. Modifying existing automatic and semi-automatic machinery to 

run paper strapping material that provides the fast and e�icient strapping 

solution we expect from traditional plastic options.

To learn more visit: www.maxpack.co.uk/sustainability

Proudly providing sustainable 

packaging solutions for...

Packaging Sustainability Audit & Progress Reporting

Our experienced Key Account Managers can provide you with a Sustainable 

Packaging Audit. This will give you a packaging sustainability score that 

enables you to track your progress towards a more sustainable future.

Weight Analysis Reporting

We have built a database that enables us to provide comprehensive 

packaging weight reports. With the growing need of data for EPR (Extended 

Producer Responsibility) and other compliance schemes we will do all we 

can to provide you with the data you need. 
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Customisation 
 
Unlock tailored packaging solutions 

for optimum performance.

Bespoke Design

We work with you and your teams to understand your product and how it 

travels. With this detailed scope we are then able to design packaging that 

works all the way down the supply chain.

Prototyping & Sampling

We have full prototyping and sampling capabilities within our facility in 

Shrewsbury. This ensures projects are moved along quickly.

Drop Testing

Working with customers Drop Test requirements and ensuring packaging 

is not over or under engineered. We are working to ensure that you are 

provided with cost e�ective solutions that deliver the results at the best 

possible price. We work with partners who have ability to simulate product 

journey. Taking your product and working with packaging in simulated 

journeys can give us great insights into the performance of packaging. 

This can be important for products that need to be temperature controlled.
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Corrugated, Paper & Timber Packaging

Corrugated packaging designed for your product and supply chain situation. 

We work extensively with corrugated packaging to replace less sustainable 

materials including foam in place, foam, polystyrene, plastic retention and 

plastic based cushioning and void fill. 

Printed Packaging

Supporting you with design and print on all packaging including films, 

bags, self-adhesive tapes, strapping, labels, mailers, tubes, wallets, paper 

cushioning for example.

Visual Product Packaging

Visual packaging that protects and promotes your product. Stand out 

customised visual product packaging. We provide support with concept 

design and prototyping of solid board and micro fluted packaging. We work 

with water based environmentally friendly inks and FSC certified materials.

Polythene & Foam Packaging

Plastic packaging allows us to protect, preserve, store and transport 

products in a variety of ways. Without plastic packaging, a great deal of 

products that consumers purchase would not make the journey to the home 

or store or survive in good condition long enough to be consumed or used. 

Therefore, there is often still a convincing case to use plastic. Plastic is easy 

to customise ensuring minimal waste and optimum performance. We will 

help you to make the right choice.

To learn more visit: www.maxpack.co.uk/customisation
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and printed solutions for...



Systems 
 
Optimise operations with our 

integrated systems and support.

Process Engineering

Our experienced technical team will collaborate with your people to 

understand your existing processes and potential improvements that could 

be made to either reduce head count or to speed up outputs. Detailed 

flow diagrams can be provided that will help you to optimise your packing 

process.

Rental

We have a growing pool of rental equipment to support our customers 

fluctuating demand. Equipment includes friction weld handheld strapping 

tools, strapping machines, pallet wrapping machines, paper void fill 

machines and polythene void fill machines. 

Repairs & Maintenance

Underpinning our rental pool and machinery sales is a trained team of 

technicians who provide on-site or back to base support with repairs 

and maintenance. 

Pallet Wrapping

To ensure maximum gains are achieved using Nano Stretch and FastWrap 

products we partner with Aetna and Lantech who provide the absolute best 

stretch wrapping equipment available on the market. We can support with 

single stand-alone units through to inline automatic installations that will 

deliver consistent film savings through the power pre stretch units. 

Void Fill & Cushioning

Paper and polythene void fill systems still play a vital role in protecting 

goods during transit. They both provide a flexible solution enabling multiple 

products to be packed together in a carton for despatch. We provide the 

market leading systems including Ranpak for paper-based solutions and 

Airworks for polythene void fill, for reliability and e�iciency.
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Strapping

Manual, semi-automatic and automatic systems for the application of 

polypropylene, polyester, and paper strapping. We supply a complete range 

of equipment to suit all applications including inline machines, standalone 

semi-auto and automatic machines, battery powered and manual handheld 

tools. All equipment can be provided with maintenance packages to ensure 

ongoing reliability.

Carton Erection & Sealing

Semi-automatic and automatic case erectors and sealing machines from 

market leading manufacturers Lantech and Siat. We have equipment in our 

innovations centre for demonstration purposes and to help you understand 

how automation might help you in your packing process.

To learn more visit: www.maxpack.co.uk/systems
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Proudly providing integrated 

packaging systems for...



Stock & Supply Chain 

Management 
 
Streamline stock management with 

our customised services.

On-Site Checking & Replenishment

Our trained sales support team can visit your facility to count packaging 

consumable stocks and provide replenishment orders for approval. This 

service can also ensure we keep up to date with your production schedules, 

giving us upfront warning of fluctuations in requirements enabling us to 

manage production of customised products accordingly.

Call-O�

Call-o� orders allow you to take advantage of the cost saving 

associated with larger production runs and then calling o� stock 

over a 2–3-month period. 

Stockholding

Stockholding arrangements provide you with the peace of mind that all your 

regular packaging items will be held in stock for you, ready for immediate 

delivery. Stock levels are shared weekly, and adjustments made as required 

during the auto renewing 12-month agreement. 

Free Stock (Consignment Stock)

The benefits of Free Stock are that you only pay for the goods you use, and 

you have stock levels managed for you, eliminating out of stock panics, and 

ordering administration costs. Each month an invoice is raised for the goods 

used also helping reduce administrative burden on your finance team.

Scheduled

Helping you reduce the amount of stock you hold at your site by providing 

you with regular scheduled deliveries. These orders can be adjusted but 

for situations where you have regular usage this service can dramatically 

reduce administration for you and your teams.
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Consolidation

We help analyse products that you use across multiple sites looking for 

consolidation opportunities to gain quantity discounts, reduce supplier 

count and simplify ordering. Consolidation exercises can bring significant 

cost benefits through reduced administration, better buying prices and 

simplified processes.

Product Range

Our product book contains a wealth of information to support you and 

your teams with your search for packaging products. Detailed product 

information helps make product selection and ordering easy.

Product Sourcing

We have an experienced team set up to source new products. Your sales 

contact will take details of your requirement and process a specials 

quotation request. If we can source the product for you, we may add it to 

your stockholding agreement.
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Proudly supporting and fulfilling 

stock management for...



Our Values

Serving. Be available and open to the opportunity to serve.

Understanding. Listen with the intent to understand.

Collaborative. Clarify desired outcomes and envision success.

Helpful. Be resourceful and solve problems.

Accountable. Follow up and follow through rather than assume.

Our Team 
 
Meet a select few from our expanding 

team of 50+ packaging specialists.
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Strong commitment has been demonstrated towards achieving Net Zero 

emissions by 2040, adhering to principles of environmental responsibility 

and sustainable business conduct. A well-articulated Carbon Reduction 

Plan serves as the guiding document, specifying key initiatives, goals, and 

the progress made so far. Baseline emissions for the year 2021 are pivotal 

as they provide the foundational reference for tracking and evaluating the 

environmental impact going forward. Over the course of 2022, a series of 

changes were implemented, such as the transition to LED lighting and 

the adoption of virtual meeting technology, which collectively resulted 

in a total emissions reduction from 224.6 tCO2e in 2021 to 212.1 tCO2e in 

2022—a 5% decline compared to the 2021 emissions intensity baseline.

Looking ahead, a comprehensive roadmap is in place to facilitate the 

journey to Net Zero. This roadmap includes the development of Scope 

3 emission reporting capabilities, the formalisation of carbon budgets, 

transitioning to a zero-emission car fleet, and endorsing sustainable travel 

initiatives, among other strategies. The Carbon Reduction Plan has been 

meticulously reviewed and approved by the board of directors, complying 

with all pertinent statutory guidelines and conversion factors. It also aligns 

with SECR requirements and the GHG Reporting Protocol. This approach 

underscores the high level of importance assigned to environmental 

responsibilities and sets a benchmark for responsible corporate behaviour 

in mitigating climate change.

To learn more visit: www.maxpack.co.uk/carbon-reduction-plan

Carbon Reduction Plan 
 
Our commitment to achieving 

net zero by 2040.
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Stay Connected 
 
Contact our team or follow 

us on LinkedIn.
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